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 Simple present tense is used to tell us about actions which
happen every day.
 Present continuous tense tells us about actions which are taking
place right now at the time of speaking.
I

Fill in the blanks with appropriate simple present tense form of the verb in
the brackets:1. The sun ____________ us light and heat. (give, gives)
2. The students _____________ their uniform to the school. (wear, wears)
3. Bob always _____________ tea in the morning. ( drink, drinks)
4. Plants ______________ water to live. ( need, needs)
5. Father ______________ for office at 8 am. ( leave, leaves)

II

Fill in the blanks with present continuous tense for the word from the
brackets:1 The children ______________________________ a lot of noise. (make)

2. I ____________________________ television. (watch)
3. Jack _______________________ the car. (drive)
4. Rahul and David ______________________ in the class. (talk)
5. The dog ____________________ at the postman. (bark)
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III

Choose the appropriate form of the verb from the bracket:-

1. Father __________________________ dinner now. (cooks, is cooking)
2. Ram ____________________ chocolates. (loves, is loving)
3. Listen! Sam _________________________ the piano. (plays, is playing)
4. The sun __________________ in the east. (rises, is rising)
5. The school ____________________ at 8 o’clock. (begins, is beginning)
IV

Read the following paragraph and use the simple present or present
continuous form with the action words given:It is Sarah’s birthday. All of her friends are there in the hall. Sarah
___________________ (wear) a new red skirt. They _________________
(listen) to music. They ___________________ (like) jazz music.
Some people ___________________________ (sit) beside the swimming
pool. When Mallika suddenly ________________ (fall) in to the pool,
everyone laughs. Now her clothes are wet.

V

Write the missing letters:a)

T__MO__ROW

b)

LA__G__ED

c)

TEL__VI__ION

d)

R__D__O

e)

KI__C__EN

f)

C__IL__REN
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